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Abstract—Vision applications powered by deep neural net-
works (DNNs) are widely deployed on edge devices and solve the
learning tasks of incoming data streams whose class label and
input feature continuously evolve, known as domain shift. Despite
its prominent presence in real-world edge scenarios, existing
benchmarks used by domain adaptation methods overlook evolv-
ing domains and under represent their shifts in label and feature
distributions. To address this gap, we present EdgeVisionBench, a
benchmark seeking to generate evolving domains of various types
and reflect their realistic label and feature shifts encountered by
edge-based vision applications. To facilitate evaluating domain
adaptation methods on edge devices, we provide an open-source
package that automates workload generation, contains popular
DNN models and compression techniques, and standardizes
evaluations with interactive interfaces. Code and datasets are
available at https://github.com/LINC-BIT/EdgeVisionBench.

Index Terms—Edge computing, vision applications, evolving
domains, benchmark

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent success of edge computing presents a new

paradigm which features on-premise data processing on edge

devices and provides the advantage of low response laten-

cy and privacy preservation in local data processing [15].

Thus, deep neural networks (DNN) based vision applications,

ranging from image recognition [10], object detection [1] to

semantic segmentation [12], are increasingly deployed on edge

devices. Such applications solve learning tasks for incoming

data streams, which may exhibit different distributions over

time, known as distribution/domain shifts, and calls for

adapting DNN models. However, as edge devices are limited in

computation/storage resources, the on-device pre-trained DNN

models are typically small/compressed and face the disadvan-

tage of accuracy degradation [7]. It is exceedingly difficult

to solve tasks encountering domain shifts, i.e., adapting the

models of shallow architectures and small weights from the

source domain to continuously changing label and feature

distributions - evolving target domains.

Example of domain shift. This paper considers domain

shifts in both label (y) and input feature (x). Figures 1(a)

to (d) illustrate four scenarios of label distribution shift [6].

(I) Close-set domain shift where both the source and target

This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (Grant No. 62272046, 62132019, 61872337) and Shandong Provin-
cial Natural Science Foundation (Grant No. ZR2020MF034). Corresponding
author: Rui Han.

domains have the same label space. (II) Partial domain shift
where the target domain only contains a part of labels (e.g. car

in Figure 1(b)) in the source domain. (III) Open-set domain
shift where the target domain has unknown labels (e.g. rider

in Figure 1(c)) in the source domain. (IV) Universal domain
shift covers label shifts of both partial and open-set shifts.

In each scenario, the target domain may have considerably

different input features (e.g. light illumination, weather, and

object densities) with the source domain.

Challenge and motivation. Despite the ubiquity of domain

shift in real-world scenarios (e.g. out-of-distribution gener-

alization [9] and detection [13]), the edge-based evolving

domains are under represented in the benchmarks [4], [5],

[8], [11], [14] that are widely used by the domain adaptation

methods. Most of these benchmarks were designed for one

stationary target domain. For instance, the adaptation methods

developed for partial, open-set and universal domain shifts

only study one prespecified target domain. Moreover, the

online/test-time adaptation methods developed for evolving

domains [6] just consider close-set domain shifts and a few

datasets with synthetic transformations of input feature. While

existing benchmarks provide the fundamental building blocks

for studying domain adaptation, they fall short in reflecting and

addressing the real edge scenarios - evolving domain shifts.

For instance, an adaptation method that works well in the

close-set domain shift can even consistently harm robustness

for open-set and universal shifts [6]. To ensure the robustness

of model transferring across shifts, the very first step is

to design benchmarks that capture various shift types while

supporting evolving domain generation at edge.

In this paper, we present EdgeVisionBenchmark, a bench-

mark seeking to generate four label shifts and various syn-

thetic/realistic feature shifts, thus representing a broad array

of evolving domains for vision applications. These DNN-based

vision applications include: image recognition [10], object de-

tection [1], semantic segmentation and action recognition [12].

The generated domains reflect natural distribution shifts arising

from real-world scenarios on mobile and edge devices.

Contributions. We make following key contributions with

our EdgeVisionBenchmark:

• Extensive set of evolving domains. A collection of the most

prevalent vision datasets that can be used to generate evolv-

ing domains of any shift type. We expect to facilitate the
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Fig. 1. Some example domain adaptation (DA) scenario to demonstrate the
evolving domains with different types of label shifts. For a domain, we show
a sample x with its domain information below and a label y representing
appeared objects in x. Red font and dashed boxes illustrate novel categories
of objects (unknown objects) which cause label shifts.

development of model adaptation techniques on challenging

edge scenarios, e.g., drastic and continuously changing input

data streams.

• Edge testbed for on-device training. An accompanying

testbed that comprehensively considers different factors in

testing a DNN model on edge devices, including workloads

of diverse labels and input features, popular DNN models

and compression techniques, and the latest domain adapta-

tion methods. We further provide an API to the testbed for

developing new adaption algorithms.

• Demonstration scenarios. Based on the generated work-

loads, we provide several evaluation scenarios of how adap-

tion methods perform under different types of evolving

domains, DNN models, compression techniques, and het-

erogeneous edge devices.

II. DESIGN OF EDGEVISIONBENCH

EdgeVisionBench is designed to generate evolving domains

for edge-based vision applications with four steps. As shown

in Figure 2, these steps are implemented based on EdgeVi-

sionBench’s modules belonging to three layers: user interface,

workload generation, and dataset repository.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF COLLECTED DATASETS

Edge vision

application

# Datasets

(basic / adaptation)

# Samples

(min to max)

# Categories

(min to max)

Image resolution

(min to max)

Image

Classification
33 / 8 7.4k to 1281k 10 to 2000

32×32 to

224×224

Object

Detection
40 / 3 0.5k to 279k 1 to 344

100×100 to

2464×2056

Semantic

Segmentation
10 / 2 0.7k to 226k 1 to 66

100×100 to

2048×1024

Action

Recognition
10 / 0 0.1k to 1000k 12 to 1000

320×240 to

1920×1080

A. Dataset preparation

Dataset collection. In EdgeVisionBench, we collect over

100 datasets belonging to four typical types of edge vi-

sion applications: (1) image classification applications aim

to recognize the category of an image; (2) object detection
applications aim to detect the category and location of each

object in an image; (3) semantic segmentation applications

aim to recognize the category of each pixel in an image;

and (4) action recognition applications aim to recognize the

category of an action in a video clip. As listed in Table I,

these datasets have diverse numbers of samples, categories,

and image resolutions.

Dataset preparation. The collected datasets can be divided

two categories. First, all basic datasets denote real-world

vision scenarios and they only have one domain. Second,

adaptation datasets are derived from existing domain adapta-

tion benchmarks and have multiple domains (most domains are

synthetic). In preparation, each adaptation dataset is splitted

into multiple sub-datasets, each one only contains samples

from one domain.

B. Evolving domain construction

This step constructs evolving target domains by first gener-

ating multiple source-target domain pairs, where each pair cor-

responds to one randomly selected source and target datasets

that have an overlap in their label space. Subsequently, it

merges all source domains as one domain and randomizes

the arrival sequence of the target domains. The constructed

evolving target domains have shifts in both label and feature

distributions. Specifically, given two original source and target

datasets in the ith source-target domain, Figure 3 illustrates the

process of constructing four label shifts. (1) Close-set domain

shift: the construction operation is to remove all the labels

that are not belong to either the source or the target dataset.

(2) Partial domain shift: the operation is to remove the target

dataset’s labels not belonging to the source dataset. (3) Open-

set domain shift: the first operation is to remove the labels that

only belong to the source dataset and the second operation is

to group all the unknown labels of the target dataset into one

category. The second operation is also used in the construction

of universal domain shift. Note that two different datasets

naturally have considerable shifts in their feature distributions,

so this step unifies the size/resolution of images in the datasets.
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Fig. 2. The architecture and workflow of EdgeVisionBench

Fig. 3. Operations on source and target datasets to construct label shifts.

C. Evaluation settings

This step provides a list of optional configurations to

evaluate how domain adaptation methods deal with evolving

domain shifts.

• DNN models and model compression techniques. EdgeVi-

sionBench supports common DNN models in vision appli-

cations and their compression techniques such as structured

model pruning.

• Domain adaptation methods. EdgeVisionBench provides an

abstract class to define the basic logic of an adaptation

method.

• Scenario settings. These settings determine the characteristic

of evolving target domains, such as the number of target

domains and the period of domain occurrence.

• Hyperparameters. EdgeVisionBench applies validation im-

age corruptions [3] on source datasets to generate the valida-

tion target domains. It then conducts random hyperparameter

search [2] or user-defined searching algorithm to find the

best hyperparameters for each workload.

D. Evaluation

This step allows users to interact with the web interface to

monitor the performance of the domain adaptation process on

edge devices. Specifically, once a new target domain arrives,

a domain adaptation method is applied to re-train the mode

until the convergence. During iterative training, various metrics

are monitored and displayed, including: (i) accuracy-related

metrics in each target dataset: the model accuracy and training

losses; (ii) performance-related metrics on edge devices: the

time usage, energy consumption, CPU/GPU utilization, I/O

utilization, and memory usage; and (iii) a summary report is

presented when one evaluation completes.

III. DEMO DESCRIPTION

In this demo, we plan to allow the audience to freely

explore the example workloads via our web interface and

experience how EdgeVisionBench can facilitate domain adap-

tation researchers to construct evaluation experiments. Figure

4 demonstrates the major steps in this evaluation process.

Evolving domains construction. The user begins by deter-

mining the basic settings of evolving domains including the

type of label shift, the datasets in the source domain, and the

target domains’ arrival order. Subsequently, EdgeVisionBench
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of EdgeVisionBench

loads and processes relevant datasets to construct the target

domains, and feeds back them through the web interface. As

shown in the bottom of Figure 4(a), users can examine the

corresponding datasets of each target domain, easily see the

shifts in input features and labels, and preview the sequence

of target domains.

Evaluation settings. Specifically, users have the opportunity

to: (1) determine the DNN model and its compression tech-

nique in producing the compressed model on edge devices; (2)

choose the domain adaptation method and its corresponding

hyperparameter tuning algorithm in model re-training; (3) set

the frequency of domain occurrence to decide the model

adaptation time in each domain; and (4) select evaluation

metrics of interest.

Monitoring of adaptation process. The performance mon-

itoring module of EdgeVisionBench is developed based on

Tensorboard and it automatically tracks pre-specified metrics

in evaluation. As shown in Figure 4(c), the web interface

uses one subgraph to illustrate one evaluation metric such

as training loss or CPU utilization. After the evaluation, the

summary report is saved in readable JSON format so that the

user can quickly examine the evaluation results. The monitor

causes negligible overheads on edge devices such as Raspberry

Pi or Jetson.

Demonstration scenarios. To ease the navigation of demo

for the audience, we provide a list of example scenarios in

the website: (i) image classification on Raspberry Pi and

Jetson Nano; (ii) object detection on Jetson TX2; (iii) semantic

segmentation on Jetson Xavier NX; and (iv) action recognition

on Jetson AGX Orin.
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